Abstract. We consider a nonlinear degenerate elliptic partial differential equation -div(|Vw|''_2Vî/) = H(x, u, Vw) with the critical growth condition on H(x, u, Vu) < g(x) + |Vm|'' , where g is sufficiently integrable and p is between 1 and oo . Our first goal of this paper is to prove the existence of the solution in W^ •p n L°° . The main idea is to obtain the uniform L°°-estimate of suitable approximate solutions, employing a truncation technique and radially decreasing symmetrization techniques based on rearrangements. We also find an example of unbounded weak solution of -div(|Vw|''_2VM) = \Vu\p for 1 < p < n.
Introduction
We show the existence of solutions to the following degenerate elliptic partial differential equations:
(1.1) -Ap« = -div(|Vw|/'-2VM) = 77(x, u, Vu)
where u is in W0l P(Q) n L°°(Q). We suppose that 77(x, s, ¿¡) is a Carathéo-dory function and satisfies a critical growth condition (1.2) \Hix,s,Q\<gix) + W for all s £ 1, £ £ 1" and a.e. x e Q, where g £ L«(Q), q > max{l, £} . A main step is to obtain the uniform L°°-estimates for the solutions of suitable approximate equations, using the truncation technique and the radially decreasing symmetrization techniques based on rearrangement properties ( [3] , [6] ). This method has been successfully applied to strongly elliptic equations by Ferone and Posteraro ([3] ). Such an estimate allows us to prove the existence of solutions of (1.1) ( [1] ). The smallness condition on the measure of Q and some norm of g are essential in the L°° -estimates.
In section 3 we find some examples of unbounded weak solutions in W0] ,p when 77(x, s, £) is |£|p . Since g of (1.2) is identically zero in this case, a bounded weak solution also exists on any bounded domain by Theorem 2.2. Here we find a spherical symmetric unbounded solution on 7?«(0) for 7? < 1 for all p and n such that 1 < p < n . Boccardo 
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The proof of this lemma can be found in [6] . Now we state the main theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let us assume that condition (1.2) holds and
Then there exists at least one solution 0/(1.1).
Remark. The left-hand side of (2.1) is bounded if g £ L?(fí), q > % . When p = 2, a similar theorem can be found in [3] .
Proof. Let us put, for e > 0, Hjx,s,Z)
We still have \HeiX,S,Z)\<gix) + \Z\>>.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Furthermore |77£| is bounded and hence a solution ue exists for the problem
where uE £ W0l -"(SI) n L°°(Q) (see [7] ). We will omit e ahead for simple presentation. If « is a solution of (2. 
Jo
We use the inequality (see [8] )
where p(t) is the distribution function of w . Thus we get
Then it is easy to obtain
Integrating both sides with respect to s, we obtain Ja Ja. Ja By Young's inequality we obtain I |Vw£|V<(l + 2w2)¿x< I gu,e<dx+ j \VuE\p (^ + 2u¡\ e< dx.
Consequently we get x / \VuE\peu' dx < f guee"2*dx. 1 Ja Ja Note that 1 < e"« and uteUi < C(n, p, \g\L\, |fl|). Using Sobolev's theorem, we obtain \\ue\\w¿.P(Cl)<C(n,p, \\g\\v, |Q|). d
Since Wq ,p is a reflexive Banach space and ue are bounded uniformly in Wq 'p , there are u and a sequence {uEk} in WQl'p such that 
The examples of unbounded weak solution
In this section we find some unbounded weak solutions for the equations of the form (1.1). We consider the equation (3.1) -Apu = \Vu\p for 1 <p<n.
We find some examples of unbounded weak solutions of (3.1).
Remark. If p < n and 7? < 1, for any fixed x in (0, R) up(x) converges to u"ix) as p converges to n.
